
Technologies

Farms Mines

These technologies may be 
marked in any order.

These technologies must be 
marked in descending order.

Adventures

4. Take up to two actions
Take up to two of the actions below, in any order.

Build farm: costs  
Mark a farm as built. The farm’s production die must 
match one of the rolled dice.

Build mine: costs 
Mark a mine as built. The mine’s production die must 
match one of the rolled dice.

Build defenses: costs  
Mark two defenses on any border tracks.

Research technology:  
Costs      +       for each existing technology.

Hire adventurers: 
Write the sum of the dice in the leftmost empty space 
in one of the adventure tracks. You may only write a 
number higher than the existing numbers in the track. 
To enter a space marked with       you must spend a gem. 
Optional: spend         to write an X in the next empty space. 
Optional: Call the adventure home. 
Mark the rewards shown above each filled space in the 
track.        and       may be marked on any production 
track, and       may be marked on any border track. 
Cross off the remainder of the spaces in the adventure 
track. No more spaces in this track may be marked.

Game end
The game ends for all players when any player marks all the 
attacks on a single border track, or when they mark all their 
mines as built. Finish the current round, then tally scores.

Each        shows points earned. Mine and farm tracks score if 
all production spaces are filled. Adventure tracks score if a 
number or X is written above the score marker.
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The old king lies dead in a gambling hall, just two gems left 
in the coffers. Bandits wait on the borders, ready to strike. 
The farms and mines have fallen silent. You must rebuild the 
kingdom before the borders fall! All you have left to lose is a 
pair of dice.

Objective
Gain the most victory points before the game ends by 
building productive farms and mines, sending out brave 
adventurers to explore the world, and researching valuable 
technologies.

The game ends when all attack icons on a single border 
track are marked, or when all mines are built.

Production and consumption

When a farm or mine produce, mark the bottom section of 
the good in the track. When food or gem is consumed, mark 
the top section of a produced good.

Starting the game
Choose a farm. Mark it as built and 
mark two food produced in its track.
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Order of play
Each round, follow these steps in order. Repeat until the 
game ends.

1. Roll dice

Roll two dice. All players share the results.

2. Mark attacks
If the sum of the dice is an even number, 
mark an attack on the border track that 
matches the rolled value. If the sum is 7, 
mark an attack on any border track.

Raid: If there are three undefended attacks in a border 
track, cross off a production die. Any farms or mines here 
no longer produce.

After the raid, mark one       on the border track.

3. Mark production

For each die, mark one production in the food/gem track for 
each built farm and mine that matches the die value.
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When doubles are 
rolled, mark

When doubles are 
rolled, mark

When building a farm 
or mine, you may 
pay            instead 
of food

When you write 
9, 10, 11 or 12 in an 
adventure track, write 
an X in the next box.

When building 
defenses, mark an 
additional 
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